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Decision of Administrative Law Judge: Reversed.

OPINION AND ORDER

The respondents appeal an administrative law

judge’s opinion filed October 10, 2017.  The

administrative law judge found that the claimant

sustained a compensable injury to her lumbar spine. 

After reviewing the entire record de novo, the Full

Commission reverses the administrative law judge’s

opinion.  The Full Commission finds that the claimant

did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence that

she sustained a compensable injury to her back or lumbar

spine.    
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I.  HISTORY

The record indicates that Tina Diane Webb, now age

49, underwent an MRI of the lumbar spine on February 22,

2013 with the impression, “Large disc herniation

centrally L4/5 followup with neurosurgery recommended.” 

The claimant began treating with Dr. Robert Abraham on

March 25, 2013: “Ms. Webb is here today with c/o low

back, L hip and leg pain.  She has had back pain for the

past 3 months and hip and leg pain for the past 2 ½

months.”  Dr. Abraham examined the claimant’s lumbar

spine and noted “Mild muscle spasms.”  Dr. Abraham

assessed “1.  Lumbar Radiculopathy.  2.  Obesity.  3. 

Esophageal Reflux.”  Dr. Abraham testified at a

deposition of record that he performed an L4/5

laminectomy in 2013.  

The record indicates that the claimant became

employed with the respondents in about November 2014. 

The parties stipulated that the employment relationship

existed at all pertinent times, including November 9,

2015.  The claimant testified that she fell

approximately six feet from a ladder that date while

performing employment services.  The respondents

stipulated that the claimant “sustained a compensable
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injury to her left leg” on November 9, 2015.  According

to the record, the claimant treated at Internal Medicine

Associates on November 9, 2015:

Tina Webb is a 46 y.o. female who was doing
well until 10:30 in the morning when she was
working at Wal-Mart.  She was on a tall ladder
and lost her balance at the top of a ladder
while sliding a box on a high shelf.  She
landed on her left foot and fractured her
proximal tibia just below the knee.  

Dr. Joseph G. Rose’s assessment included “Proximal

Tibial Fracture” and “Fall from a ladder.”  

It was noted at Baptist Health Medical Center,

“Operative procedures done - 1.  On 11/10/2015 include

closed reduction, spanning, and external fixation of

left tibial fracture with knee aspiration.  2.  On

11/16/2015 include open reduction and internal fixation

of left bicondylar tibial plateau fracture with lateral

meniscus repair and left lower extremity external

fixator removal.”  The discharge diagnosis on

November 18, 2015 was “Left bicondylar tibial plateau

fracture.”

The claimant treated at Harris Medical Center on

January 21, 2016, at which time it was noted, “Patient

presents for evaluation of pain, to the lower back.  Had

back surgeries in past.  Now hurting in her low back,
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going to left leg....Had recent fracture on left leg, in

Nov 2015....No apparent mechanism of injury....Gradual

onset of symptoms, 2 days.”  The claimant was diagnosed

with “Low Back Pain.”  

A physician’s assistant reported on January 25,

2016, “Pt presents to ER with complaints of back pain

and pain radiates down left leg to foot.  Pt states that

the pain started Wednesday started while laying in

bed....Pt states that she has broken left leg.  Pt

denies any recent injury or trauma to back at L4-L5

level....Lumbar back: She exhibits decreased range of

motion, tenderness, pain and spasm.”  An x-ray of the

claimant’s lumbar spine on January 25, 2016 showed

“Degenerative disc changes at L4-L5.”  

A medical provider noted on October 18, 2016, “This

47 YOF presents today complaining of low back pain

radiating down her left leg.  She wants to see Dr.

Abraham, Neurosurgeon.”  An x-ray of the claimant’s

lumbar spine was taken on October 18, 2016, with the

impression, “Degenerative disc space narrowing at L4-5. 

No acute fracture or listhesis.”  A CT of the claimant’s

lumbar spine was take on October 21, 2016, with the

impression, “1.  Overall, no significant change compared
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with a MRI from February 22, 2013.  The findings include

a posterior broad-based disc bulge at L4-L5 which may

affect the left L5 nerve root and right lateral recess

narrowing at L5-S1 which may affect the right S1 nerve

root.  2.  Cholelithiasis.”  

Dr. Abraham reported on December 19, 2016, “Tina

Webb is a 48 y.o. female works at Walmart that presents

with lower back pain and left leg pain.  It was caused

by a fall that occurred in November of 2015 at work, she

fell off a 6 foot ladder and broke her leg at that

time.”  Dr. Abraham noted, “Increased pain in left leg

during examination of left leg.  Tenderness to palpation

in the left lower lumbar.  No muscle spasms noted.”  Dr.

Abraham arranged for an MRI and noted, “Lumbar MRI

revealed: January 20, 2017, L4-5 patient has interspace

narrowing with minimal postop changes on the left side

this level with what appears to be recurrent disc

herniation in a lateral recess stenosis.  The disc

fragment appears to be a free fragment with some

enhancement around the fragment itself as noted both

causing lateral recess stenosis.  L5-S1 she has no major

abnormalities.”  

Dr. Carlos Roman provided an Independent Medical
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Evaluation on February 3, 2017:

This a 48-year-old female who was working at a
Wal-Mart store and fell off a ladder and
suffered a left tibial plateau fracture.  This
was on November 9th, 2015.  She was taken to
the emergency department and subsequently had
surgery by Dr. Stuart.  Unfortunately after
the surgery, she acquired an infection and had
MRSA.  She went through two subsequent
surgeries to clean the infection out and to
remove hardware.  The last surgery was in
April of 2016.  She has obviously dealt with
the MRSA and then a long rehabilitation
process that has had its starts and stops due
to the unexpected infection and other
surgeries.  Records from the Newport Emergency
Room also show that, when she fell off the
ladder, there was a CT done of the head which
was normal....

In conjunction with this, she has back pain. 
I examined her lower back as well.  She does
have a small midline incision where previous
lumbar decompression was done.  She is
scheduled to have another back surgery within
the next few weeks.  It sounds like they are
going to do another decompression, but it does
not sound like it is going to be a fusion.  I
don’t have any access to those notes.  That
injury is not related to the fall in that she
had a pre-existing condition of back pain and
degenerative disc disease, thus the back
surgery in 2013.  At this point, it is not
part of the Worker’s Comp case.  

Dr. Roman recommended conservative treatment.

Dr. Abraham performed surgery on February 16, 2017: 

“Decompressive lumbar laminectomy L4-5 on the

left....Findings revealed increasing amount of scar

tissue along with residual facet and lamina that was
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causing a lateral recess stenosis on the left side.”  

On February 17, 2017, Dr. Abraham responded to a

questionnaire provided by the claimant’s attorney and

indicated, “In my medical opinion the fall of Tina Webb

that occurred on November 9, 2015 represents an

aggravation of pre-existing conditions that will require

neurological surgery to her lower back.”  Dr. Abraham

testified that the basis of this opinion was “the

patient’s history.  She had difficulties that started

after her fall.”  Dr. Abraham testified, “A fall from a

six-foot ladder with fractures of a tibia, which is a

fairly large bone, that’s a significant amount of

trauma.  That’s, you know, when you really look at it,

that’s probably when she had a re-rupture of her disc or

re-injury of her back.”      

A physician opined on March 16, 2017 that the

claimant “has met maximum medical improvement in regards

to the left knee.”     

A pre-hearing order was filed on July 5, 2017.  The

claimant contended that “as a direct result of her fall

that occurred on November 9, 2015, she sustained an

aggravation of pre-existing conditions to her lumbar

spine that resulted in an acute injury that required her
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to undergo neurological surgery.  Claimant further

claims that she should be entitled to appropriate

temporary total disability benefits commencing

October 18, 2016, to the present date and to a date to

be determined in the future.  Claimant reserves the

right to claim permanent partial impairment benefits and

wage loss disability benefits.”  The respondents

contended that the claimant “did not sustain an injury

to her low back arising out of the compensable injury to

her left leg on November 9, 2015.”  

An administrative law judge scheduled a hearing on

the issues of “Compensability lumbar spine - temporary

total disability from October 18, 2016 through a date to

be determined, medical benefits, and controverted

attorney’s fees.”  

The claimant’s attorney questioned Dr. Abraham at a

deposition taken September 22, 2017:

Q.  I would like to have you assume
hypothetically that after your surgery [in
2013] Ms. Webb testified that she had a really
good result, had very few symptoms, was able
to return to work, and as indicated in your
understanding of her medical history, she fell
six feet and had a very significant tibial
plateau fracture, multiple surgeries to her
leg, and for a period of time would it be a
normal assumption that her pain was primarily
in her leg that had experienced such trauma?
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A.  Yes, sir....

Q.  My question is if she had very few
symptoms until the date of her injury, which
was November of 2015, fell six feet,
experienced a significant trauma, would your
opinion be more likely than not that the
ruptured disc identified by MRI that you
ultimately operated on, more likely than not,
came from the fall of six feet and the trauma
on the job as compared to in January of ‘16
apparently turning her back in bed?

A.  That’s a more significant trauma and
probably was the thing that caused most of her
trouble....

Q.  And there is no question that the MRI
findings in your observation during surgery,
she did have an objective herniation at her
lumbar spine that required surgery?  Is that
correct?

A.  Yes, sir.

After a hearing, an administrative law judge filed

an opinion on October 10, 2017.  The administrative law

judge found that the claimant sustained an injury to her

lumbar spine on November 9, 2015.  The administrative

law judge awarded medical treatment and temporary total

disability benefits.  The respondents appeal to the Full

Commission.   

II.  ADJUDICATION

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(Repl. 2012) provides,

in pertinent part:
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(A) “Compensable injury” means:
(i) An accidental injury causing internal or
external physical harm to the body ... arising
out of and in the course of employment and
which requires medical services or results in
disability or death.  An injury is
“accidental” only if it is caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable by time
and place of occurrence[.]

A compensable injury must be established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings.  Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D)(Repl. 2012).  “Objective findings”

are those findings which cannot come under the voluntary

control of the patient.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(16)(A)(i)(Repl. 2012).  

The employee has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable injury.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

102(4)(E)(i)(Repl. 2012).  Preponderance of the evidence

means the evidence having greater weight or convincing

force.  Metropolitan Nat’l Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81

Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003).

An administrative law judge found in the present

matter, “3.  On November 9, 2015, the claimant sustained

an injury to her lumbar spine arising out of and in the

course of her employment with respondent, which caused

internal harm to the body requiring medical services and
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resulting in disability, with medical evidence supported

by objective findings establishing the injury, and the

injury was caused by a specific incident and

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.”

The Full Commission does not affirm this finding. 

The record indicates that the claimant has complained of

chronic back pain since approximately October 2000.  An

MRI in February 2013 showed a large disc herniation at

L4/5.  Dr. Abraham performed an L4/5 laminectomy in

2013.  The claimant became employed with the respondents

in about November 2014.  The parties stipulated that the

employment relationship existed on November 9, 2015.  As

we have discussed, the claimant testified that she fell

approximately six feet from a ladder while performing

employment services.  The respondents stipulated that

the claimant sustained a compensable injury to her left

leg when she fell on November 9, 2015.  The respondents

provided treatment for the claimant’s compensable

injury.  A physician opined on March 16, 2017 that the

claimant had reached maximum medical improvement for her

compensable scheduled injury.

However, the evidence does not demonstrate that the

claimant injured her back or lumbar spine when she fell
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from a ladder on November 9, 2015.  The examining

physician reported on November 9, 2015 that the claimant

had sustained a “proximal tibial fracture” after the

fall, but it was not reported that the claimant had also

injured her back or lumbar spine.  The record does not

document complaints of back pain until January 21, 2016. 

It was noted at that time, “No apparent mechanism of

injury....Gradual onset of symptoms, 2 days.”  The

January 21, 2016 medical report is not probative

evidence demonstrating that the claimant injured her

back or lumbar spine on November 9, 2015.  

A physician’s assistant reported on January 25,

2016 that the claimant’s back pain “started Wednesday

while lying in bed....Pt denies any recent injury or

trauma to back at L4-L5 level.”  The claimant

subsequently requested a referral to Dr. Abraham.  Dr.

Abraham stated on December 19, 2016 that the claimant’s

back pain “was caused by a fall that occurred in

November of 2015 at work, she fell off a 6 foot ladder

and broke her leg at that time.”  The Commission has the

authority to accept or reject a medical opinion and the

authority to determine its probative value.  Poulan Weed

Eater v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878
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(2002).  In the present matter, the evidence of record

does not support Dr. Abraham’s report that the

claimant’s back pain resulted from the compensable leg

injury occurring November 9, 2015.  Nor does the

evidence demonstrate that the recurrent disc herniation

reported on January 20, 2017 was causally related to the

November 9, 2015 accidental injury to the claimant’s

left leg.  

Dr. Roman provided an Independent Medical

Evaluation on February 3, 2017 and accurately described

the course of treatment provided the claimant following

the compensable injury to her left leg.  Dr. Roman

opined with regard to the claimant’s back pain, “That

injury is not related to the fall in that she had a pre-

existing condition of back pain and degenerative disc

disease, thus the back surgery in 2013.  At this point,

it is not part of the Worker’s Comp case.”  It is within

the Commission’s province to weigh all of the medical

evidence and to determine what is most credible. 

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. v. Baker, 337 Ark. 94, 989

S.W.2d 151 (1999).  In the present matter, the Full

Commission finds that Dr. Roman’s opinion is supported

by the record and is entitled to more evidentiary weight
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than Dr. Abraham’s opinion.

The Full Commission recognizes that Dr. Abraham

completed a questionnaire provided by the claimant’s

attorney and indicated on February 17, 2017, “In my

medical opinion the fall of Tina Webb that occurred on

November 9, 2015 represents an aggravation of pre-

existing conditions that will require neurological

surgery to her lower back.”  As we have discussed,

however, Dr. Abraham testified that the basis of his

opinion was “the patient’s history.”  In workers’

compensation cases, the Commission functions as the

trier of fact.  Blevins v. Safeway Stores, 25 Ark. App.

297, 757 S.W.2d 569 (1988).  The Commission is not

required to believe the testimony of the claimant or any

other witness but may accept and translate into findings

of fact only those portions of the testimony it deems

worthy of belief.  Farmers Co-op v. Biles, 77 Ark. App.

1, 69 S.W.3d 899 (2002).  The evidence in the present

matter does not demonstrate that the claimant was a

credible witness regarding the origin of her back pain. 

The record plainly shows that the claimant was treated

for a “proximal tibial fracture” after she fell on

November 9, 2015.  The record does not demonstrate that
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the claimant also injured her back or lumbar spine on

November 9, 2015. 

The claimant did not prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that she sustained a compensable injury to

her back or lumbar spine on November 9, 2015.  The

claimant did not prove that she sustained an accidental

injury causing internal or external physical harm to her

back or lumbar spine.  The claimant did not prove that

she sustained an injury to her back or lumbar spine

which arose out of and in the course of employment,

required medical services, or resulted in disability. 

Nor did the claimant sustain an injury to her back or

lumbar spine which was caused by a specific incident or

was identifiable by time and place of occurrence on

November 9, 2015.  Finally, the claimant did not prove

that she sustained a compensable “aggravation” of a pre-

existing condition.  See Farmland Ins. Co. v. DuBois, 54

Ark. App. 141, 923 S.W.2d 883 (1996).  

After reviewing the entire record de novo,

therefore, the Full Commission reverses the

administrative law judge’s finding that the claimant

proved she sustained a compensable injury to her lumbar

spine.  We respectfully dismiss the claim for benefits
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related to the claimant’s back or lumbar spine.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of the record in this

claim, I dissent from the majority opinion finding that

the claimant did not prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that she sustained a compensable injury to her

back or lumbar spine.

Factual and Medical Background

The claimant, now 49 years old, works for the

respondent-employer as a department manager.  The

claimant sustained an admittedly compensable left leg

injury on November 9, 2015 when she fell from the top of

a six foot ladder.  The claimant contends that she also

injured her lumbar spine in that same workplace

accident. 
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As a result of the fall, the claimant

immediately suffered a small abrasion to the head and

significant damage to her left leg.  The claimant was

examined at Unity Health Medical Center and diagnosed

with a left leg tibial fracture.  The claimant underwent

the first surgery on her left leg on November 10, 2015. 

Complications from this surgery resulted in additional

surgeries.  The claimant testified that while in the

hospital, she began experiencing discomfort in her back. 

The claimant underwent surgery in 2013 for an

unrelated injury.  After that surgery, the claimant was

able to recuperate and return to work.  According to the

claimant, her back was feeling great and she was not

experiencing any problems with her back prior to the

November 9, 2015 fall.  The claimant testified that she

complied with her doctor’s suggestion not to lift over

forty (40) pounds.  The claimant’s back pain on

January 21, 2016 caused her to seek medical treatment at

Harris Medical Center.  On January 25, 2016, the

claimant sought treatment again for her back at NEA

Baptist Memorial Hospital.  The claimant then saw Dr.

Hurst on January 27, 2016.  In his records, Dr. Hurst

noted the following assessment:
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Chronic pain, an injury that
occurred back on November 9th when
the patient fell off a ladder that
is work related... and chronic pain
in her back down into her left leg
that has been worse since Wednesday. 

On October 18, 2016, the claimant saw Dr.

Terry Kosinski.  Dr. Kosinski’s assessment again

attributes the claimant’s back pain to the November 2015

incident.  Although the progress report stated that the

claimant’s CT scan showed no significant changes from

the MRI that she had in 2013, Dr. Kosinski did note that

some bulging had occurred.  

Two days later, the claimant followed up with

Dr. Garrison.  Although Dr. Garrison indicated that he

could not comment on the claimant’s back pain because it

was “out of his realm of expertise”, the claimant was

consistent in her explanation of her pain.

Dr. Hurst referred the claimant to Dr. Robert

Abraham and the claimant was eventually able to see Dr.

Abraham on December 19, 2016.  Dr. Abraham, a board

certified neurosurgeon, saw the claimant and, after

receiving a full medical history, concluded that her

lower back and left leg pain were “caused by a fall that

occurred in November of 2015 at work [when] she fell off
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a 6-foot ladder and broke her leg”.  In response to a

letter from the claimant’s attorney, Dr. Abraham

indicated, “[i]n my medical opinion, the fall of Tina

Webb that occurred on November 9, 2015 represents an

aggravation of pre-existing conditions that will require

neurological surgery to her lower back”.  When

questioned in his deposition about the aforementioned

opinion and whether the claimant’s herniated disc could

have been caused instead by her turning in bed, Dr.

Abraham responded as follows: 

The twisting incident in bed, or a
turning incident in bed basically
doesn’t put a whole lot of force on
a patient’s body.  A fall from a
six-foot ladder with fractures of a
tibia, which is a fairly large bone,
that’s a significant amount of
trauma.  That’s, you know, when you
really look at it, that’s probably
when she had a re-rupture of her
disc or re-injury of her back.

Opinion

For the claimant to establish a compensable

injury as a result of a specific incident, the following

requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl.

2002), must be established: (1) proof by a preponderance

of the evidence of an injury arising out of and in the

course of employment; (2) proof by a preponderance of
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the evidence that the injury caused internal or external

physical harm to the body which required medical

services or resulted in disability or death; (3) medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102 (4)(D), establishing the

injury; and (4) proof by a preponderance of the evidence

that the injury was caused by a specific incident and is

identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  Mikel v.

Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938

S.W.2d 876 (1997).

A pre-existing disease or infirmity does not

disqualify a claim if the employment aggravated,

accelerated, or combined with the disease or infirmity

to produce the disability for which compensation is

sought.  See, Nashville Livestock Commission v. Cox, 302

Ark. 69, 787 S.W.2d 664 (1990); Conway Convalescent

Center v. Murphree, 266 Ark. 985, 585 S.W.2d 462 (Ark.

App. 1979); St. Vincent Medical Center v. Brown, 53 Ark.

App. 30, 917 S.W.2d 550 (1996).  The employer takes the

employee as he finds him.  Murphree, supra.  In such

cases, the test is not whether the injury causes the

condition, but rather the test is whether the injury

aggravates, accelerates, or combines with the condition. 
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However, although a disabling symptom of a pre-existing

condition may be compensable if it is brought on by an

accident arising out of and in the course of employment,

the employee’s entitlement to compensation ends when his

condition is restored to the condition that existed

before the injury unless the injury contributes to the

condition by accelerating or combining with the pre-

existing condition.  See, Arkansas Power & Light Co. v.

Scroggins,230 Ark. 936, 328 S.W.2d 97 (1959).

All the elements for establishing

compensability have been satisfied in this claim.  The

claimant offered credible testimony that she injured her

lower back on November 9, 2015 while performing

employment services. The claimant’s testimony was

supported by the opinion of her treating physician, Dr.

Abraham.  Dr. Abraham opined that the claimant’s fall on

November 9, 2015 represents an aggravation of pre-

existing conditions.  There are clearly objective

findings of an injury to the claimant’s lower back.  An

MRI revealed a recurrent disc herniation at the L4-L5

level.  Also, this injury required medical services in

the form of prescription medication and surgical

intervention.
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The majority has indicated that the claimant

failed to establish causal connection between her back

injury and her workplace accident.  However, Arkansas

courts have long recognized that a causal relationship

may be established between an employment-related

incident and a subsequent physical injury based on

evidence that the injury manifested itself within a

reasonable period of time following the incident so that

the injury is logically attributable to the incident,

where there is no other reasonable explanation for the

injury.  See Hall v. Pittman Constr. Co., 235 Ark. 104,

357 S.W.2d 263 (1962).  Under the facts of this case,

the delay in the manifestation of the claimant’s back

injury was reasonable.  The claimant sustained a severe

fracture in her left leg which caused her extreme pain. 

Very shortly after her accident, she began receiving

pain medication, which masked any pain that she was

experiencing in both her leg and her back.  She began

experiencing back discomfort while in the hospital and

the full manifestation of this injury occurred while she

was still recuperating from the surgeries on her left

leg.  There is simply no other explanation for the

claimant’s herniated disc.  Dr. Abraham debunked the
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notion that the herniation occurred when the claimant

turned in the bed by opining that it was most probable

that the back injury occurred when the claimant fell on

November 9, 2015 and suffered a “significant amount of

trauma”.  Thus, I find that the claimant has established

by a preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a

compensable lower back injury.

For the foregoing reasons, I must dissent from

the majority opinion.

PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


